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About This Game

Rogue Operatives Hide N' Seek

A team of rogue Novak Operatives have taken on the forms of inanimate objects to hide themselves from their old comrades.
The loyal Operatives - still albeit just in control of the planet - must find and disinfect the rogues in order to bring them back
safely to the side of Novak Intelligence and back to their human form. Play tactically or all out crazed mayhem with up to 16

players with stealthy movements and humorous chases being the name of the game.

Join us on our Discord channel: https://discord.gg/NJUsWfE

16 Player Hide N' Seek multiplayer mode with 7 highly detailed maps

Current planned content

Ever increasing bank of maps
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rogue operatives hide and seek gameplay. rogue operatives hide and seek

############################################################################################
FATAL ERROR in
action number 1
of Step Event0
for object oGameManager:

Push :: Execution Error - Variable Index [0,2] out of range [1,2] - -5.achGet(100432,2)
at gml_Script_scrGetCredits
############################################################################################
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
stack frame is
gml_Script_scrGetCredits (line -1)
gml_Object_oGameManager_Step_0
. This not a HOG in any way. It's well enough presented but only really suitable for young children. The "Hidden Object" tag
should definitely be removed as it's misleading. The game itself is more of a guess-the-unrevealed-object affair which is very
simplistic and without depth or any real story. Get it for the youngster if you like but otherwise avoid. It's not terrible, just
pointless. 3\/10.. Great game and i've had a lot of fun with it :). this game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lmao.
Daggerdale was presented as a hack-n-slash action-RPG in the vein of the "Baldurs Gate Dark Alliance" games that appeared on
the XBox and Playstation 2. Those were fairly uninventive RPGs (no party, no significant role-playing or dialogue) but still
enjoyable for all that. I was looking forward to more of the same.

But Daggerdale doesn't even reach the unimpressive standards of a console RPG. It is a dull and dreary game. The level design
is exceedingly linear, and every foot of it looks the same. The music is perhaps the most uninspired I have heard in any recent
game, and the "Simlish" speech (doubtlessly used to save on localization costs; why pay for voice-actors when you can just use
random grunting in place of speech?) is terrible. The controls are sluggish, the auto-targeting is terrible and the action is poorly
paced. Nor is there any redeeming quality in the loot; none of the weapons are in anyway impressive. Story and setting are
equally under-whelming. And the savepoints are poorly placed.

To top everything else off, the game is buggy; textures didn't show up, the game crashed randomly and too often my on-screen
avatar just stopped responding to my controls (my favorite bug is how, in the climatic quicktime event -yes, the game resorts to
those, too- my character wasn't even visible on the screen! The only possible saving graces to this game was the inclusion of co-
op play... but then, I'm not sure I'd want to subject a friend to this game anyway. The four-hour gameplay, normally a
disadvantage, was a god-send since I'm not sure I could have stomached more of this game anyway.

Daggerdale sucks. Even at sale it isn't worth the price. Avoid at all costs.
. Verdict: The game is quite fun, but you may be unable to play it on keyboard

Look at the discussion before you buy the game - the game tends to disable several different keyboards from working and the
developer doesn't care about that, since the game didn't had a single update in a year.. very very short, not worth the money,
finished it twice in under 20 mins, and twice because i thought it might have different ending senarios, i was dead wrong pshh
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Cars are hard to control, especially for kids. Sometimes they hit into invisible obstacles.. I totally agree with davevc1 and the
acceleration of this set can take you by suprise. Cool game with 9 stages and quite a few aircraft to unlock. Didn't manag to go
past Stage 5 though ). There's also a money system and you have to choose what to spend them on at the start of every mission.
Recommended!. Short version: So, the good part is -- they have a skip dialog button.

Long version: I don't really like visual novels, however I stick to reading if there are a good written plot and texts not boring and
repetitive. It's not about this game, so after an hour of reading repetitive and boring dialog texts I was tired because there were
no gameplay yet and started skipping.

The bit of gameplay I was able to get, after 1.5 hours of "playing" it, shows potential and overall game is well executed and not
cheaply made as tons of others on Steam, It's more of interactive anime(it has actual anime pieces put into game) where
everyone play stupid and ask thrice, but when you actually get to the gameplay and you are actually into anime person, you may
find it fun. If you want to give it a try, go and skip texts as much as possible to get into gameplay and have less than 2 hours to
be able to ask for refund(then, if you like it, just start from beginning).. It's a challenging game in general, gameplay are okay
and sometimes it gets quite repetitive, still have some bugs in general,so, for it's price currently it is definitely not worth it, if
you are interested in buying it wait for it to be on sale.. really bad, no smooth gameplay, runs horribly even in a good pc, you
will not know if you hit an enemy or not, environment quality is worst, and there are so many more complaints
do not waste your money on this game
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